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Background evaluation
• Tune MC by fitting four Q2 distributions with 

systematic parameters (fit parameters)
• Use the same χ2 definition as in coh-π paper
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1-track μ+p

μ+π w/ 
activity μ+π w/o 

activity

Signal sample

> 0.1 GeV2

> 0.1 GeV2
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The term !2
sys, added to constrain systematic parame-

ters, is calculated as:

!2
sys = (Psys ! P0)V !1(Psys ! P0) (11)

where Psys represents the set of systematic parameters
and P0 is the set of parameter values before fitting, ex-
pressed as:

Psys =

!

"

#

Rres
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Rp/!

Rpscale

$
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&
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&
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V is a covariance matrix estimated by considering the
possible variations due to systematic uncertainties in the
detector responses, nuclear e!ects, neutrino interaction
models, and neutrino beam spectrum. We prepare sev-
eral MC event sets by changing each underlying physics
parameter, i.e. the source of systematic uncertainty, by
±1". The covariance between two systematic parameters
pi and pj is calculated as:

Vij " cov[pi, pj ] =
'

source

"pi"pj |+ + "pi"pj |!
2

(13)

where "pi"pj |+(!) is the product of variations of two
parameters when the underlying physics parameter is in-
creased (decreased) by the size of its uncertainty. The
covariance matrix is estimated to be:

V =

!

"

#

(0.20)2 !(0.09)2 +(0.10)2 0
!(0.09)2 (0.09)2 !(0.07)2 0
+(0.10)2 !(0.07)2 (0.15)2 0

0 0 0 (0.02)2

$

%

&
. (14)

Rnorm, Rother, Ract, and # are unconstrained in the fit.
Events with Q2

rec < 0.10 (GeV/c)2 in the µ + $ sam-
ple with low activity are not included in the fit to avoid
charged current coherent pion signal events. A data ex-
cess is observed in the region with Q2

rec < 0.15 (GeV/c)2

in the µ+p sample. Further investigation reveals that the
second track in the excess events is emitted at a relatively
large angle with respect to the beam direction and has
large dE/dx, thus the events have an additional large
energy deposition at the vertex. Each of these events
seems to have a muon and a proton with additional ac-
tivity, and therefore the excess is not expected to a!ect
the charged current coherent pion analysis. A possible
candidate for the excess is charged current resonant pion
production where the pion is absorbed in the nucleus. In
such an event, two or more additional nucleons should
be emitted after the pion is absorbed, which is currently
not simulated. The excess cannot be explained with the
introduced fitting parameters, and therefore the region is
not used in the fit.

Fig. 10 shows reconstructed Q2 after the fitting for
the one track, µ + p, and µ + $ events with and with-
out vertex activity. The best fit values and errors of the
fit parameters are summarized in Table II. These same

fit parameters are also applied to the MRD penetrating
sample. The !2/d.o.f before the fit is 473/75 = 6.31.
The !2/d.o.f after the fit is 117/67 = 1.75. Even after
fitting, the reduced !2 is relatively large, which indicates
that the introduced parameters are not su#cient in fully
reproducing the data. To take into account the incom-
pleteness of our simulation, we enlarge the errors on the
fitting parameters by a factor of

(

!2/d.o.f.

TABLE II: Best fit values and errors of the fitting parameters

Parameter Value Error
Rnorm 1.103 0.029
R2trk/1trk 0.865 0.035
Rp/! 0.899 0.038
Ract 0.983 0.055
Rpscale 1.033 0.002
Rres 1.211 0.133
Rother 1.270 0.148
! 1.019 0.004

F. Charged Current Coherent Pion Event Selection

Charged current coherent pion candidates are ex-
tracted from both the MRD stopped and MRD pene-
trated samples with the same selection criteria. In this
section, we describe the event selection for the MRD
stopped sample. The event selection for the MRD pene-
trated sample is summarized later.

After selecting µ + $ events which do not have ver-
tex activity, the sample still contains charged current
quasi-elastic events in which a proton is misidentified
as a minimum ionizing track. We reduce this charged
current quasi-elastic background by making use of kine-
matic information in the event. Since the charged cur-
rent quasi-elastic interaction is a two-body interaction,
one can predict the proton direction from the measured
muon momentum pµ and muon angle %µ;

&pp = (!pµx,!pµy, E
rec
" ! pµ cos %µ) (15)

where pµx and pµy are the projected muon momentum
in the x and y dimension, respectively. Erec

" is the recon-
structed neutrino energy given by Equation 4. For each
two-track event, we define an angle called "%p as the
angle between the expected proton track direction given
by Equation 15 and the observed second track direction.
Fig. 11 shows the "%p distribution for µ+$ events in the
MRD stopped sample. Events with "%p larger than 20
degrees are selected. With this selection, 48% of charged
current quasi-elastic events in the µ + $ sample are re-
jected, while 91% of charged current coherent pion events
pass the cut according to the MC simulation.

Further selections are applied in order to separate
charged current coherent pion events from charged cur-

V: covariance matrix
P0: initial value
Psys: fit parameters (next page)

!2 = !2
dist + !2

sys

!2
dist = 2

!

i,j

"
N exp

ij !Nobs
ij " ln

Nobs
ij

N exp
ij

#

i: runs over four samples
j: runs over Q2-bins
Nobs: Observed #events
Nexp: Expected #events (next page)

(use Poison likelihood)

χ2 definition:

: ν̅ CC QE

: ν̅+ν CC coherent π
: ν̅ CC resonant 
: ν̅ Other (DIS, EC/MRD, NC̅)

: Wrong-Sign



Fit parameters

• R2tr/1trk: migration parameter between [1trk]-[2trk] samples
• Rp/π: migration param. between [μ+p]-[μ+π] samples
• Ract: migration param. between [with activity]-[w/o activity]

• no constrained
• Rres: scale factor for resonant-π
• Rother: scale factor for “other” (≡ multi-π, DIS, EC/MRD)

• no constrained
• Rpscale: momentum scale
• Rnorm: overall normalization -- no constrained
• kappa: only for QE -- no constrained
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Maximum deposited energy in a strip
around the vertex for the µ + ! events. The MC distribution
shown here is before tuning.

E. Tuning the Monte Carlo Simulation

The MC simulation includes systematic uncertainties
due to the detector response, nuclear e!ects, neutrino
interaction models, and neutrino beam spectrum, and
these uncertainties a!ect background estimation. The
sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Sec-
tion VII B. In order to constrain these uncertainties, the
MC distributions of the square of the four-momentum
transfer (Q2) are fitted to the distributions of the four
aforementioned data samples. The reconstructed Q2 is
calculated as

Q2
rec = 2Erec

! (Eµ ! pµ cos !µ) ! m2
µ (3)

where Erec
! is the reconstructed neutrino energy calcu-

lated by assuming charged current quasi-elastic kinemat-
ics,

Erec
! =

1

2

(m2
p ! m2

µ) ! (mn ! V )2 + 2Eµ(mn ! V )

(mn ! V ) ! Eµ + pµ cos !µ
(4)

where mp and mn are the mass of proton and neutron,
respectively, and V is the nuclear potential, which is set
to 27 MeV. The one track events, µ+p events, and µ+"
events with and without vertex activity are fit simulta-
neously. Each Q2

rec distribution is fit in bins of width
0.05 (GeV/c)2 up to 1 (GeV/c)2.

We introduce eight fitting parameters; the normaliza-
tion factor of the MRD stopped sample (Rnorm), the res-
onant pion scale factor (Rres), the scale factor of other
non-QE interactions (Rother), the ratio of the number
of two track events to the number of one track events
(R2trk/1trk), the ratio of the number of µ + p events to
the number of µ+" events (Rp/"), the ratio of the number
of low vertex activity µ+" events to the number of high
vertex activity µ+" events (Ract), the muon momentum

scale (Rpscale), and a charged current quasi-elastic Pauli-
suppression parameter #. All parameters are ratios to
nominal values in the MC simulation, i.e. all parameters
are set to 1 in the default MC simulation.

The parameters R2trk/1trk, Rp/", and Ract represent
possible migrations between subsamples due to system-
atic uncertainties. The parameter Rpscale changes the
scale of the reconstructed muon momentum for the MC
simulation. The parameter #, which was first intro-
duced by MiniBooNE [32], controls the strength of Pauli-
blocking and thus suppresses low Q2 charged current
quasi-elastic events. We employ this parameter in the
fitting because a deficit of data is found at low Q2 in the
one track sample where the charged current quasi-elastic
interaction is dominant.

The $2 function to be minimized is given by:

$2 = $2
dist + $2

sys. (5)

The term $2
dist is calculated using a binned likelihood

defined as [53]:

$2
dist = !2

!

i, j

ln
P (Nobs

ij ; N exp
ij )

P (Nobs
ij ; Nobs

ij )

= 2
!

i, j

"

N exp
ij ! Nobs

ij + Nobs
ij " ln

Nobs
ij

N exp
ij

#

(6)

where P (n, %) = %ne!!/n! is the Poisson probability of
finding n events with a expectation value %, Nobs

ij and
N exp

ij are the observed and expected number of events

in the i-th Q2 bin in subsample j (j =one track, µ + p,
µ + " with high and low vertex activity), respectively.
The expected number of events for each sample is given
by:

N exp
i, 1trk = Rnorm

·
$

nQE
i,1trk + Rresn

res
i,1trk + Rothern

other
i,1trk

%

(7)

N exp
i, µp = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk · Rp/"

·
$

nQE
i,µp + Rresn

res
i,µp + Rothern

other
i,µp

%

(8)

N exp
i, µ"H = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk

·
$

nQE
i,µ"H + Rresn

res
i,µ"H + Rothern

other
i,µ"H

%

(9)

N exp
i, µ"L = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk · Ract

·
$

nQE
i,µ"L + Rresn

res
i,µ"L + Rothern

other
i,µ"L

%

(10)

where nQE
i, j, nres

i, j , nother
i, j are the number of charged cur-

rent quasi-elastic, charged current resonant pion, and
other events in each bin in each subsample, respectively.
Rpscale and # do not appear explicitly in these equa-
tions, but Rpscale causes migration between Q2 bins and

# changes nQE
i, j .
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FIG. 9: (Color online) Maximum deposited energy in a strip
around the vertex for the µ + ! events. The MC distribution
shown here is before tuning.

E. Tuning the Monte Carlo Simulation

The MC simulation includes systematic uncertainties
due to the detector response, nuclear e!ects, neutrino
interaction models, and neutrino beam spectrum, and
these uncertainties a!ect background estimation. The
sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Sec-
tion VII B. In order to constrain these uncertainties, the
MC distributions of the square of the four-momentum
transfer (Q2) are fitted to the distributions of the four
aforementioned data samples. The reconstructed Q2 is
calculated as

Q2
rec = 2Erec

! (Eµ ! pµ cos !µ) ! m2
µ (3)

where Erec
! is the reconstructed neutrino energy calcu-

lated by assuming charged current quasi-elastic kinemat-
ics,

Erec
! =

1

2

(m2
p ! m2

µ) ! (mn ! V )2 + 2Eµ(mn ! V )

(mn ! V ) ! Eµ + pµ cos !µ
(4)

where mp and mn are the mass of proton and neutron,
respectively, and V is the nuclear potential, which is set
to 27 MeV. The one track events, µ+p events, and µ+"
events with and without vertex activity are fit simulta-
neously. Each Q2

rec distribution is fit in bins of width
0.05 (GeV/c)2 up to 1 (GeV/c)2.

We introduce eight fitting parameters; the normaliza-
tion factor of the MRD stopped sample (Rnorm), the res-
onant pion scale factor (Rres), the scale factor of other
non-QE interactions (Rother), the ratio of the number
of two track events to the number of one track events
(R2trk/1trk), the ratio of the number of µ + p events to
the number of µ+" events (Rp/"), the ratio of the number
of low vertex activity µ+" events to the number of high
vertex activity µ+" events (Ract), the muon momentum

scale (Rpscale), and a charged current quasi-elastic Pauli-
suppression parameter #. All parameters are ratios to
nominal values in the MC simulation, i.e. all parameters
are set to 1 in the default MC simulation.

The parameters R2trk/1trk, Rp/", and Ract represent
possible migrations between subsamples due to system-
atic uncertainties. The parameter Rpscale changes the
scale of the reconstructed muon momentum for the MC
simulation. The parameter #, which was first intro-
duced by MiniBooNE [32], controls the strength of Pauli-
blocking and thus suppresses low Q2 charged current
quasi-elastic events. We employ this parameter in the
fitting because a deficit of data is found at low Q2 in the
one track sample where the charged current quasi-elastic
interaction is dominant.

The $2 function to be minimized is given by:

$2 = $2
dist + $2

sys. (5)

The term $2
dist is calculated using a binned likelihood

defined as [53]:

$2
dist = !2

!

i, j

ln
P (Nobs

ij ; N exp
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where P (n, %) = %ne!!/n! is the Poisson probability of
finding n events with a expectation value %, Nobs

ij and
N exp

ij are the observed and expected number of events

in the i-th Q2 bin in subsample j (j =one track, µ + p,
µ + " with high and low vertex activity), respectively.
The expected number of events for each sample is given
by:

N exp
i, 1trk = Rnorm

·
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nQE
i,1trk + Rresn

res
i,1trk + Rothern

other
i,1trk
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(7)

N exp
i, µp = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk · Rp/"

·
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res
i,µp + Rothern
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other
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N exp
i, µ"L = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk · Ract

·
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res
i,µ"L + Rothern

other
i,µ"L

%

(10)

where nQE
i, j, nres

i, j , nother
i, j are the number of charged cur-

rent quasi-elastic, charged current resonant pion, and
other events in each bin in each subsample, respectively.
Rpscale and # do not appear explicitly in these equa-
tions, but Rpscale causes migration between Q2 bins and

# changes nQE
i, j .
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E. Tuning the Monte Carlo Simulation

The MC simulation includes systematic uncertainties
due to the detector response, nuclear e!ects, neutrino
interaction models, and neutrino beam spectrum, and
these uncertainties a!ect background estimation. The
sources of systematic uncertainty are summarized in Sec-
tion VII B. In order to constrain these uncertainties, the
MC distributions of the square of the four-momentum
transfer (Q2) are fitted to the distributions of the four
aforementioned data samples. The reconstructed Q2 is
calculated as

Q2
rec = 2Erec

! (Eµ ! pµ cos !µ) ! m2
µ (3)

where Erec
! is the reconstructed neutrino energy calcu-

lated by assuming charged current quasi-elastic kinemat-
ics,

Erec
! =

1

2

(m2
p ! m2

µ) ! (mn ! V )2 + 2Eµ(mn ! V )

(mn ! V ) ! Eµ + pµ cos !µ
(4)

where mp and mn are the mass of proton and neutron,
respectively, and V is the nuclear potential, which is set
to 27 MeV. The one track events, µ+p events, and µ+"
events with and without vertex activity are fit simulta-
neously. Each Q2

rec distribution is fit in bins of width
0.05 (GeV/c)2 up to 1 (GeV/c)2.

We introduce eight fitting parameters; the normaliza-
tion factor of the MRD stopped sample (Rnorm), the res-
onant pion scale factor (Rres), the scale factor of other
non-QE interactions (Rother), the ratio of the number
of two track events to the number of one track events
(R2trk/1trk), the ratio of the number of µ + p events to
the number of µ+" events (Rp/"), the ratio of the number
of low vertex activity µ+" events to the number of high
vertex activity µ+" events (Ract), the muon momentum

scale (Rpscale), and a charged current quasi-elastic Pauli-
suppression parameter #. All parameters are ratios to
nominal values in the MC simulation, i.e. all parameters
are set to 1 in the default MC simulation.

The parameters R2trk/1trk, Rp/", and Ract represent
possible migrations between subsamples due to system-
atic uncertainties. The parameter Rpscale changes the
scale of the reconstructed muon momentum for the MC
simulation. The parameter #, which was first intro-
duced by MiniBooNE [32], controls the strength of Pauli-
blocking and thus suppresses low Q2 charged current
quasi-elastic events. We employ this parameter in the
fitting because a deficit of data is found at low Q2 in the
one track sample where the charged current quasi-elastic
interaction is dominant.

The $2 function to be minimized is given by:

$2 = $2
dist + $2

sys. (5)

The term $2
dist is calculated using a binned likelihood

defined as [53]:
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where P (n, %) = %ne!!/n! is the Poisson probability of
finding n events with a expectation value %, Nobs

ij and
N exp

ij are the observed and expected number of events

in the i-th Q2 bin in subsample j (j =one track, µ + p,
µ + " with high and low vertex activity), respectively.
The expected number of events for each sample is given
by:

N exp
i, 1trk = Rnorm

·
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nQE
i,1trk + Rresn

res
i,1trk + Rothern

other
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(7)

N exp
i, µp = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk · Rp/"

·
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nQE
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res
i,µp + Rothern

other
i,µp
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N exp
i, µ"H = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk

·
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nQE
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res
i,µ"H + Rothern

other
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N exp
i, µ"L = Rnorm · R2trk/1trk · Ract

·
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nQE
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res
i,µ"L + Rothern

other
i,µ"L
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(10)

where nQE
i, j, nres

i, j , nother
i, j are the number of charged cur-

rent quasi-elastic, charged current resonant pion, and
other events in each bin in each subsample, respectively.
Rpscale and # do not appear explicitly in these equa-
tions, but Rpscale causes migration between Q2 bins and

# changes nQE
i, j .• RWS: scaling factor for Wrong-Sign (WS) events -- no constrained

nmode
i,sample !

!
n!̄!mode

i,sample + RWS · n!!mode
i,sample
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Systematics: physics related

• Pion FSI
• absorption, charge

exchange, inelastic
(variation: ±30%)

• Nucleon FSI
• re-scattering

(variation: ±10%)
• DIS cross section

• (variation: ±30%)
• non-QE/QE ratio

• (variation: ±20%)

6

Re-weighting method

wfsi =
Ptot ! Fscale · Pfsi

Ptot ! Pfsi

wfsi

Ptot

Fscale

Pfsi

: re-weighting factor
: probability of events w/ p/π emission

: scaling (e.g. 1.3 for +30% vary)
: probability of p/π FSI

for covariance matrix

for example:



Systematic errors on fit-params
~Physics related~

• Dominant systematic error on R2/1trk and Rp/π

• pion absorption
• non-QE/QE cross section ratio

7

Source

Fermi mom.

MA

π abs.

π charge ex.

π inelastic

Nucl. rescat.

DIS x-sec

nQE/QE

Detector π-int

Variation
(+, -)

δR2trk/1trk δRp/π cov
(x10-4)+ - + -

--, 212 MeV -- TBA -- TBA TBA
--, 1.11 GeV -- TBA -- TBA TBA

±30% -3.4% +3.3% +3.8% -3.6% -12.6
±30% -0.5% +0.4% +0.7% -0.7% -0.3
±30% -1.3% +1.1% +1.1% -0.9% -1.2
±10% -0.9% +0.9% +0.5% -0.6% +1.8
±30% +0.5% -0.5% -0.2% +0.2% -0.1
±20% +5.5% -5.9% -2.8% +3.5% -17.9
±10% TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA



Systematics: detector related

• Use identical NEUT vector
• Vary syst. parameters in detector simulation:

• PMT 1 p.e. resolution (30%, 70%)
• Scintillator quenching (0.0185, 0.0231)
• PMT cross talk (2.75%, 3.55%)
• Hit threshold (1.6 p.e., 2.4 p.e.) -- not done yet

8

for covariance matrix



• Dominant systematic error on R2/1trk and Rp/π

• PMT cross-talk (?)
• Scintillator quenching

Systematic errors on fit-params
~Detector response~

9

Source

1pe resolution

Scint. quench

Hit threshold

X-talk

Variation
(+, -)

δR2trk/1trk δRp/π cov
(x10-4)+ - + -

70%, 30% -0.3% +0.3% -1.6% -0.3% -0.2

0.0231, 0.0185 -1.9% +1.4% -1.2% -0.5% -4.4

2.4pe, 1.6pe TBA TBA TBA TBA TBA

3.55%, 2.75% -1.2% +0.7% -6.1% -3.2% -2.4

In addition to these, μ-momentum scale error 2% is taken 
into account.



Covariance matrix
• Obtained covariance matrix:
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 (0.071)2  -(0.062)2   (0.097)2   0.0
-(0.062)2   (0.079)2  -(0.072)2   0.0
 (0.097)2  -(0.072)2   (0.157)2     0.0
  0.0           0.0           0.0        (0.02)2

V =

R2/1-trk         Rp/π          Rres      Rpscale

R2/1-trk
Rp/π
Rres
Rpscale

Psys =

!

""#

R2/1trk

Rp/!

Rres

Rpscl

$

%%&

12

The term !2
sys, added to constrain systematic parame-

ters, is calculated as:

!2
sys = (Psys ! P0)V !1(Psys ! P0) (11)

where Psys represents the set of systematic parameters
and P0 is the set of parameter values before fitting, ex-
pressed as:

Psys =

!

"

#

Rres

R2trk/1trk

Rp/!

Rpscale

$

%

&
, P0 =

!

"

#

1
1
1
1

$

%

&
. (12)

V is a covariance matrix estimated by considering the
possible variations due to systematic uncertainties in the
detector responses, nuclear e!ects, neutrino interaction
models, and neutrino beam spectrum. We prepare sev-
eral MC event sets by changing each underlying physics
parameter, i.e. the source of systematic uncertainty, by
±1". The covariance between two systematic parameters
pi and pj is calculated as:

Vij " cov[pi, pj ] =
'

source

"pi"pj |+ + "pi"pj |!
2

(13)

where "pi"pj |+(!) is the product of variations of two
parameters when the underlying physics parameter is in-
creased (decreased) by the size of its uncertainty. The
covariance matrix is estimated to be:

V =

!

"

#

(0.20)2 !(0.09)2 +(0.10)2 0
!(0.09)2 (0.09)2 !(0.07)2 0
+(0.10)2 !(0.07)2 (0.15)2 0

0 0 0 (0.02)2

$

%

&
. (14)

Rnorm, Rother, Ract, and # are unconstrained in the fit.
Events with Q2

rec < 0.10 (GeV/c)2 in the µ + $ sam-
ple with low activity are not included in the fit to avoid
charged current coherent pion signal events. A data ex-
cess is observed in the region with Q2

rec < 0.15 (GeV/c)2

in the µ+p sample. Further investigation reveals that the
second track in the excess events is emitted at a relatively
large angle with respect to the beam direction and has
large dE/dx, thus the events have an additional large
energy deposition at the vertex. Each of these events
seems to have a muon and a proton with additional ac-
tivity, and therefore the excess is not expected to a!ect
the charged current coherent pion analysis. A possible
candidate for the excess is charged current resonant pion
production where the pion is absorbed in the nucleus. In
such an event, two or more additional nucleons should
be emitted after the pion is absorbed, which is currently
not simulated. The excess cannot be explained with the
introduced fitting parameters, and therefore the region is
not used in the fit.

Fig. 10 shows reconstructed Q2 after the fitting for
the one track, µ + p, and µ + $ events with and with-
out vertex activity. The best fit values and errors of the
fit parameters are summarized in Table II. These same

fit parameters are also applied to the MRD penetrating
sample. The !2/d.o.f before the fit is 473/75 = 6.31.
The !2/d.o.f after the fit is 117/67 = 1.75. Even after
fitting, the reduced !2 is relatively large, which indicates
that the introduced parameters are not su#cient in fully
reproducing the data. To take into account the incom-
pleteness of our simulation, we enlarge the errors on the
fitting parameters by a factor of

(

!2/d.o.f.

TABLE II: Best fit values and errors of the fitting parameters

Parameter Value Error
Rnorm 1.103 0.029
R2trk/1trk 0.865 0.035
Rp/! 0.899 0.038
Ract 0.983 0.055
Rpscale 1.033 0.002
Rres 1.211 0.133
Rother 1.270 0.148
! 1.019 0.004

F. Charged Current Coherent Pion Event Selection

Charged current coherent pion candidates are ex-
tracted from both the MRD stopped and MRD pene-
trated samples with the same selection criteria. In this
section, we describe the event selection for the MRD
stopped sample. The event selection for the MRD pene-
trated sample is summarized later.

After selecting µ + $ events which do not have ver-
tex activity, the sample still contains charged current
quasi-elastic events in which a proton is misidentified
as a minimum ionizing track. We reduce this charged
current quasi-elastic background by making use of kine-
matic information in the event. Since the charged cur-
rent quasi-elastic interaction is a two-body interaction,
one can predict the proton direction from the measured
muon momentum pµ and muon angle %µ;

&pp = (!pµx,!pµy, E
rec
" ! pµ cos %µ) (15)

where pµx and pµy are the projected muon momentum
in the x and y dimension, respectively. Erec

" is the recon-
structed neutrino energy given by Equation 4. For each
two-track event, we define an angle called "%p as the
angle between the expected proton track direction given
by Equation 15 and the observed second track direction.
Fig. 11 shows the "%p distribution for µ+$ events in the
MRD stopped sample. Events with "%p larger than 20
degrees are selected. With this selection, 48% of charged
current quasi-elastic events in the µ + $ sample are re-
jected, while 91% of charged current coherent pion events
pass the cut according to the MC simulation.

Further selections are applied in order to separate
charged current coherent pion events from charged cur-

P0 =

!

""#

1.0
1.0
1.0
1.0

$

%%&
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Fit results
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1-track

μ+p

μ+π
w/ activity

μ+π
w/o activity

Before After
Before

After

Q2 > 0.1 GeV2

Q2 > 0.1 GeV2

: ν̅ CC QE

: ν̅+ν CC coherent π
: ν̅ CC resonant 
: ν̅ Other (DIS, EC/MRD, NC̅)

: Wrong-Sign

• χ2/ndf: 162/75=2.16 ➜  77/66=1.17



Fit results
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• Before: χ2/ndf = 423/75=5.64
• After:    χ2/ndf = 152/67=2.27

Param Value Error

Rnorm 1.025 0.028

R2trk/1trk 0.905 0.037

Rpπ 0.985 0.046

Ract 1.032 0.061

Rpscale 1.032 0.002

Rres 1.195 0.101

Rother 1.58 0.144

Kappa 1.020 0.005

cf. Neutrino mode
Param Value Error

Rnorm 1.107 0.031

R2trk/1trk 1.034 0.047

Rpπ 0.984 0.063

Ract 0.996 0.076

Rpscale 1.029 0.002

Rres 1.070 0.104

Rother 1.82 0.449

Kappa 1.056 0.014

RWS 0.71 0.099

Antineutrino mode
Note: not full sys err yet

• Before: χ2/ndf = 162/75=2.16
• After:    χ2/ndf =   77/66=1.17



Error matrix
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Rnorm   R2/1trk    Rpπ      Rres   Rpscale  Kappa   Ract    Rother    Rws 
Rnorm
R2/1trk
Rpπ
Rres
Rpscale
Kappa
Ract
Rother
Rws 

  1.000  0.086  0.084 -0.064 -0.026  0.360  0.411 -0.467 -0.326
  0.086  1.000 -0.584  0.669 -0.047  0.012 -0.413 -0.437 -0.164
  0.084 -0.584  1.000 -0.180  0.226 -0.000  0.451  0.378 -0.442
 -0.064  0.669 -0.180  1.000  0.027  0.007 -0.302 -0.425 -0.286
 -0.026 -0.047  0.226  0.027  1.000 -0.036  0.051  0.354 -0.413
  0.360  0.012 -0.000  0.007 -0.036  1.000  0.051 -0.058 -0.076
  0.411 -0.413  0.451 -0.302  0.051  0.051  1.000 -0.040 -0.238
 -0.467 -0.437  0.378 -0.425  0.354 -0.058 -0.040  1.000 -0.309
 -0.326 -0.164 -0.442 -0.286 -0.413 -0.076 -0.238 -0.309  1.000

Large correlations in:
Rres ⇄ R2/1trk, Rp/π ⇄ R2/1trk

Rother ⇄ [Rnorm, R2/1trk, Rp/π, Rres]
Ract ⇄ [Rnorm, R2/1trk, Rp/π, Rres] 
RWS ⇄ [Rnorm, Rp/π , Rres, Rother] -- all negative corr



Reconstructed Q2 dist
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: ν̅ CC resonant 
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Number of events
in coherent-π sample

• !
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Quick look...
• Divide coh-π sample (after fit) into two subsamples:

[θπ < 35] and [θπ > 35]
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Summary
• Need to do...

• ν̅ mode analysis:
• Add remaining syst. errors to Q2-fit:

• Fermi mom, MA, Detector pion abs, Hit 
threshold

• Reliability test of Q2-fit (background evaluation)
• Cross section ratio

• MC processing are underway
• Look at distributions (other than Q2)

• ν & ν̅ systematic errors

• Packing, packing, packing, packing, ....
17


